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Yesterday and today - PFAFF/KSL machines are innovative and durable products. They prove this thousands of times over in their use all over the world. There is no better contribution to "sustainability" over decades.
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Whether thread tension or thread breakage sensors on standard machines or VISION SYSTEMS & POKE YOKE SYSTEMS on CNC units - innovative milestones and "World's First" from PFAFF/KSL help producers to increase process reliability and minimize rejects. This saves money in the long term and guarantees sustainable production.
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Welding is an ecological alternative for joining textiles. In the constantly growing market for innovative textiles, this modern joining method offers a number of advantages. The seam is watertight, airtight and gas-tight; produced without consumables (thread & needle). This makes the product more sustainable! PFAFF/KSL offers a unique portfolio with the welding methods hot-air, hot-wedge and ultrasonic.
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The use of a second template is essential for efficient operation on CNC machines. This increases the space required for handling (loading, exchanging, etc.) immensely (e.g. for side tables). Our automatic template changing systems (e.g. for PFAFF 3587 or KL 110) enable fully overlapped operation on a smaller footprint.
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Getting "your" spare part for a good product after decades is not a matter of course. Constantly over several tens of thousands different parts in stock at all times ensure the long-term use of your product - yesterday, today and tomorrow. The uniquely long running and operating times in relation to the acquisition costs are an important decision criterion for an investment in a PFAFF/KSL product and an investment in sustainability.
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            Mar 20, 2024  DA GROUP establish new DAP México in Santiago de Querétaro
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 20.03.2024: Mar 20, 2024  DA GROUP establish new DAP México in Santiago de Querétaro



          
          Fairs & Events

 Apr 10, 2024 -  Apr 13, 2024: 
SaigonTex



        


        
        
          
          Contact

Location 
						 
						Kaiserslautern (PFAFF INDUSTRIAL)
					

					PFAFF Industriesysteme und Maschinen GmbH

					Hans-Geiger-Straße 12

					67661 Kaiserslautern, Germany

					Tel.: +49 (0) 6301 3205-0

					Fax: +49 (0) 6301 3205-1386

					E-Mail: info@pfaff-industrial.com

Location 
						 
						Bensheim (KSL)
					

					PFAFF Industriesysteme und Maschinen GmbH

					Bertha-Benz-Straße 4

					64625 Bensheim, Germany

					Tel.: +49 (0) 6251 9620-0

					Fax: +49 (0) 6251 9620-26

					E-Mail: ksl@pfaff-industrial.com
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Legal notices | 
    Privacy policy | 
    Sitemap | 
    Terms of service | 
    Conditions of purchase

    PFAFF is the exclusive trademark of VSM Group AB. |
    PFAFF Industriesysteme und Maschinen GmbH is an authorized licensee of the PFAFF trademark.
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